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a.k.a. the Who, When, Why, What, and How of T&E clearance for LPA Federal Aid
Transportation projects
The intent of this brief presentation is to inform Federal Aid recipients (sponsors) and
their consultants of the requirements, reasons, and processes for obtaining threatened
and endangered species clearance on your project. Every step along the way must be
documented.
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Good communication:
•Involves complete exchange of information with understanding
•Allows evaluation of impacts for project scope and any changes
•Forms the solid basis for clear documentation
•Ensures compliance with regulatory authorities
•Ensures that projects have necessary clearances for R/W and PS&E
•Helps stay on schedule and avoid delays
Within MoDOT—
•RER NEPA document: clearances or pending or N/A (always a reference)
•Between T&E specialist and NEPA coordinators (more info, clearances)
•T&E/NEPA staff/Liaisons (special circumstances, problems, delays)
•T&E to construction through JSPs (contract JSPs, tree clearing ahead of
contract)
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All phases means starting in the planning phase and continues through the NEPA
process, project development, design, construction, and maintenance.
Federal Transportation funding for any part of the project triggers the full NEPA process
from beginning to end. The full NEPA process means documented Threatened and
Endangered species requirements.
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(https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federal-aidessentials/catmod.cfm?id=59)
Federal Aid Essentials for Local Public Agencies video for some of this material (several
examples)
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• FHWA requires the same level of T&E documentation for ALL projects, regardless of
classification level, even down to PCE (programmatic categorical exclusions).
• T&E is treated the same for ALL levels of NEPA projects with the same consideration,
evaluation, and determination process. There is no step down process for a PCE VS a
CE2, EA, or EIS.
• Bigger projects will naturally have larger size impact area. However, the significance
of the T&E impact is not dictated by the size of the project.
• A county dirt road Low Water Crossing with less than 0.5 ac tree clearing could
conceivably have MORE impact to T&E listed species than an intersection relocation
project with 5+ ac of tree clearing.
• All are evaluated individually. Impact size and location of project elements will be
discussed a little later with programmatic consultation.
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RER-Request for Environmental Review is the MoDOT/FHWA NEPA master document
for project submittal and documentation for project review-milestones, clearance
dates, incomplete items, commitments available for all to see. Sub-allocation
programs: BRO, STP, TAP, CMAQ, others
Based on complete project details, MoDOT reviews the existing environmental
conditions, all applicable regs and policies, the consequences of specific actions, and
methods and means to avoid or minimize negative impacts.
NEPA coordinators are making sure all applicable reviews and documentations are
completed by the sponsor.
EXCEPTION: T&E requirements must ALSO be reviewed by MoDOT Environmental
Specialist for official documentation and any needed USFWS consultation-this section is
a combination of sponsor and MoDOT effort.
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The RER is initiated very early, sometimes within 5% plans or development of the
project. However, don’t leave it 5% complete as you progress through your project.
Unless you have a very simple project, like resurfacing-new signals-etc, you probably
don’t have all the project information fields ironed out when you initiate the RER.
Please don’t forget to update all fields in the RER as your project progresses-you know
your project, you have all the details. That includes the attachments and information
for T&E assessments. T&E assessments could take more than a single day to complete
and should be started early. E.g., photos should be taken early in the project
development, but not before you have a solid idea of all footprint area, easements,
ground disturbance limits. If you cannot give a clear picture of T&E impacts, then you
might need to develop the project some before submitting all assessments for T&E. If
your area of impact or scope changes, that must be documented with the liaison, NEPA
coordinator, T&E specialist, and RER updates.
*please consider 30+% plans (but not 90%) appropriate time to start and complete the
T&E assessments.
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Required to consider all applicable state and federal laws for natural resource impacts,
includes any state listed species and federally protected species.
• MDC state endangered species require consideration and protection. Species and
communities of Conservation Concern required consideration. All possible impacts
must be documented (reference Level 1-3 on MDC Natural Heritage Reports).
• USACE-shall not issue the 404 permit (*federal permit*) until verifying satisfaction of
USFWS T&E requirements. Many versions of permit language, some specifically call
for submission of FHWA/MODOT T&E determinations and consultation. Others
reference ‘all other state and federal requirements/clearances/laws’ before the
permit is considered valid. The basic message is, all USFWS T&E requirements must
be completed in order to get a valid permit.
• USFWS Endangered Species Act Section 7 requirements are for FEDERAL AGENCIES.
Any Federal nexus triggers USFWS requirements on a project. When there are fed
transportation dollars, FHWA is the LEAD FEDERAL AGENCY for T&E clearances. This
is why USACE is to defer to clearance obtained by FHWA/MODOT. If there are no
transportation dollars, but a Federal USACE Permit is needed, then USACE is the lead
federal agency.
• FHWA has made MoDOT its designated non-federal representative for Sect 7
requirements (more discussion later slides).
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The T&E section will be marked ‘pending’ until all requirements have been met.
This means either
1. the completed assessments are used to document No Effect (verified by MoDOT)
on any federally listed species or designated critical habitat, in which case the
assessments and determinations are recorded as ‘No Effect’ and a clearance date is
given.
OR
2. The completed assessments document that the project May Affect, but is Not Likely
to Adversely Affect federally listed species and conservation measures shall be
applied to the contract to limit negative impacts (i.e., commitments such as
seasonal tree clearing or staying out of stream during restriction dates).
• In such a case, USFWS consultation is necessary—FHWA is the lead federal agency
responsible for assuring USFWS consultation has been completed—by delegation of
authority, MoDOT is the only non-federal representative that can complete that step.
• MoDOT submits/verifies consultation and environmental commitments for the
project and communicates the clearance date for concurrence/approval from USFWS
on the RER (T&E section marked ‘cleared’)
• Any commitments must be documented on the RER and through the construction
contract (job special provision, plans notes, pre-bid and/or pre-construction
discussions, construction diary) to document compliance with federal requirements.
• T&E clearance means the sponsor has completed all the necessary steps to evaluate
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T&E impacts, has addressed any commitments which will be needed, and promised
to include all commitments through construction to comply with federal
requirements
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 T&E clearance is needed for finalizing NEPA classification approval, R/W acquisition
(easements, too), and any 404 Permit authorization. Start submitting details for T&E
at the beginning of a project, shortly after awarding the Engineering Services
Contract-ideally during early design (preliminary phase)
 The initiation of NEPA starts with the submittal of an RER, and several categories are
cleared within the first 1-3 months of initiation (farmland, floodplain, storm water,
FEMA/SEMA, socio-economic, haz waste, noise, and 4(f)/6(f))- usually the easier
categories.
 The project is then waiting for plans development, T&E, wetlands/404, 106, and
NEPA classification approval. Although timelines are improving, we are still not
seeing initiation of T&E submittal until just before A-date schedule, sometimes 6
months to over 1 yr after NEPA initiation (starting the RER). Considering these
milestones, you can see how not getting the T&E clearance approved can delay
other parts of the project.
**PLEASE PUT FED TRANSPORTATION PROJECT ID ON EVERY AGENCY DOCUMENT**
e.g., Sponsor/consultant Project Prefix and Project number BRO-B057(017) should be
on: ●106 letter to SHPO ●official 4(f)/6(f) documentation ●ALL T&E documents
(IPaC & MDC description, Letter with T&E assessments, Plans) ●USACE 404 permit
applications
--Regulatory agencies do communicate with each other and with MoDOT about these
projects. The Project Number is critical to avoid duplicating efforts and delays projects.
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A nice reference is included on the FHWA Federal Aid Essentials for Local Public
Agencies website. There are numerous links to all aspects of LPA processes.
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federal-aidessentials/index.cfm
There are specific materials for NEPA, Environmental Assessments, and the Endangered
Species Act as well: https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federal-aidessentials/catmod.cfm?id=39
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This is not just the habitat area where a species can be found. This is a federal level
designation made by the US Fish and Wildlife Service based on specific physical and
biological criteria necessary for the species to survive and reproduce.

•
•
•
•
•

Space for individual and overall population growth, and for normal behavior
Cover or shelter
Food, water, air, light, minerals, or other nutritional or physiological requirements
Sites for breeding and rearing offspring, germination, or seed dispersal
Habitats that are protected from disturbances or are representative of the historical
geographical and ecological distributions of the species.

Critical habitat represents a very small portion of suitable habitat— you can definitely
have suitable habitat in the project area even if there is no Critical habitat.
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Conservation Obligation Section 7(a)(1)
• Federal agencies have a duty to promote the conservation of threatened and
endangered species.
• There is broad discretion in how to carry out conservation obligations.
• Efforts are “proactive”.
Consultation Obligation Section 7(a)(2)
• Federal agencies comply using Section 7 regulations.
• Efforts are “reactive”.
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Note: for most species, LPA projects are unlikely to even reach Likely to Adversely Affect
category.
This is just to illustrate that virtually every project can obtain clearance for T&E impacts.
Goal is to assess impacts early in the project development in case modifications and
commitments are needed to complete consultation.
The exception could be IN and NLE bats with changing status and continued decline,
the future of DOT impacts and level of effect is fluctuating.
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*LPA EPG 136.6.4.5.2 FHWA non-federal designation letter
MoDOT has the ultimate responsibility to document completed T&E reviews, but
MoDOT does not have sufficient manpower to address all LPA projects as we do for
internal MoDOT STIP project. Therefore, we must rely on sponsors/consultants to
provide all the necessary information to make effect determinations and conduct
consultation. This is why we have been and continue to make improvements in the T&E
review and submittal process.
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Otherwise, the Sponsor is dependent on limited MoDOT staff to conduct or correct
field work and assessments and determinations IN ADDITION TO completing any
necessary Sect 7 consultation. This option is becoming less and less available—this
should be the least attractive option. Future increases in number and size of LPA
projects will further limit the ability of MoDOT staff (which will not be increasing) to
assist with the basics.
That is the premise behind this T&E training for consultants and sponsors. To train the
non-experts how to gather required information and make impact assessments for
their own projects.
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Sponsor Responsibilities
Once Awarded and/or ESC executed, become familiar with all items on T&E checklist
and begin desktop review.
•
Timing is important- submit early, prior to 404 application, during plans
development
•
Concurrent with other reviews, for example don’t wait until receiving 106
clearance
•
IPaC list, MDC report, habitat lists, tree clearing? Bridge/culvert?, aerial imagery,
project footprint
Use desktop review and project details to plan and conduct field work.
•
Use checklist as guide for completing all steps
•
Location and amount of tree clearing (quality photos)
•
Habitat assessments (quality photos) Suitable bat habitat trees? Suitable aquatic
habitat? Suitable plant habitat? Caves/sinkholes? Federal and state listed species
•
Bridge or culvert checks for birds/bats evidence (quality photos)
Write up impact assessments with justification for each fed and state listed species
from desktop review.
Submit complete T&E assessment (starts the T&E review clock).
•
More complete and accurate the assessment= faster processing
•
Agreements for any commitments, such as date restrictions, work pad restriction,
additional surveys
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MoDOT T&E Responsibilities
Review & evaluate assessment
• for completeness and details to justify the impacts noted/expected in T&E submittal
document Effect determination
• Gather additional information if necessary-MO Speleological Survey cave database
agreement and MDC database for other protected resources not available to public
• Correct or agree with sponsor submitted impacts to listed species (federal and state)
• Document official Sect 7 Effect Determinations for USFWS requirements (becomes
part of RER records)
No Effect or USFWS consultation
• No Effect determination completes the T&E review
• A May Affect determination needs USFWS consultation, MoDOT will submit
• Concurrence = clearance, may require conservation commitments for validity
Communicate commitments
• Commitments are reiterated back to sponsor
• Commitments should be noted as plan notes, design modification, seasonal
restrictions, JSPs, and documented in Construction documents for compliance
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Top to Bottom, discussion live.
• The new Checklist will replace existing LPA EPG fig. 136.6.18
• Self explanatory categories. Links provided so that even someone completely new to
the process relying on LPA EPG and this checklist should be able to complete the
steps
This is not new information-just trying a new format.
• In 2016, we updated the LPA EPG T&E section, included a longer video, and a new fig
LPA Environmental T&E RER Guidance. Have been pushing this information out for
years and we are constantly looking for ways to connect
T&E Submittal Checklist
Plans—the clarification is necessary because we only get one shot at reviewing these.
Our EPG refers to steps to be completed before preliminary design phase (PDP)…I bet
we rarely get a job that starts the NEPA process prior to some kind of plans
development. There are probably cases where no plans are being developed, really.
Therefore, indication of the situation requested on the Checklist.
1. Desktop information- USFWS official species list (How to Video, Ch 1.)-must be the
official species list, for FHWA fed trans aid job, identified in project description
2. Desktop information- MDC state species of concern, Endangered, or special
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communities. (MDC tutorial video) NOTE: the sponsor is supposed to be following
up on Level 2 (state monitored species issues) or Level 3 (federal protected species
issue), and the documentation received even tells them to do so.
3. Steps 1.-3. Use more desktop resources, aerial images of the project area, Google
maps and street view, Google earth, topographic maps, any other online resources
that describe the current project area.
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Typical scenario for dealing with birds on bridges. For LPA, local forces can remove
existing nests during the INACTIVE season and monitor twice a week during active
season (generally April 1 to July 31) to scrape off any nests being rebuilt. Schedules can
be adjusted to get that work under contract. Another option, when you know you have
an issue early in the project development phase, is to attempt to schedule bridge deck
work (demo or deck removal or painting, etc) outside active season.
This information represents Desktop review material and applies to birds on bridges or
in box culverts. Future LPA EPG improvements may include this graphic possibly with
other relatively common date restrictions for environmental consideration.
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3. Tree clearing details (yes, down to 3-in diameter, specifically noted in USFWS
documentation for northern long-eared bats)
Please note: although we do want sponsors to start the process early, and there may be
some missing or unknown information at the time (like Easements TBD), if the sponsor
is pretty sure of the project footprint they should be filling in something about the tree
clearing. If they (including consultants) have seen the site on aerial and/or in person
they should have a pretty good idea of all the elements needed to complete the job.
• For example, if the road/bridge will be raised, there will need to be fill and a wider
footprint=maybe more tree clearing.
• If the job includes installing storm water features or moving other utilities, they
should have a pretty good idea of the area needed on the ground to accomplish
that=estimate of all tree clearing.
• If it’s perhaps a sidewalk job and there will be no additional improvements that
would widen the footprint, maybe there is no tree clearing.
The plans footprint, aerial schematic, photos, and description should all match. If I get
‘none’ for tree clearing on the RER then 12 photos of trees in the general project area,
and no plans or good description for explanation, the conflicting details from one
section to another = delay for me to either request additional information and/or visit
the site myself.
If the photos are not detailed enough for me to see the justification or assist in making
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the determination of suitable trees for bats or not, there is a delay for more
information-better photos-and/or visit the site myself. Including an aerial, strip map, or
schematic of location of trees to be clearing and those assessed is helpful.
GOOD information with the complete T&E package submittal speeds up the review and
determination process. Mis-leading or missing information delays the process.
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MoDOT’s checklist, photos examples, and training will hopeful address the gap
between what we need and what we get. The Checklist does have photo examples of
the quality we are needing.
*There is a video explanation of bat tree and bird/bridge assessments and typical
preferred habitat for federally listed species in the LPA EPG.
The topic of tree photos still seems to be too vague. I need to know: if you’re clearing
trees and if those trees qualify as suitable summer bat roost habitat for Indiana and
northern long-eared bats. I don’t need a photo of every tree in the project area. I
don’t even need a photos of every possible tree that might be cut down.
IF you are unsure how to conduct an assessment on a tree, I need a photo of it. IF a
tree which will be removed is over 3-inches in diameter and has any of the suitable
characteristics of a bat roost tree, I need a photo of it. IF you are pretty sure you have
suitable bat roost trees, but not sure if they’ll need to be removed, I need photos and
plan sheets with tree clearing locations that will be updated throughout design.
The more familiar you become with assessing trees as possible bat habitat, the less
time and coordination it will take to obtain and submit quality photos and details for
T&E assessments. Please also include text descriptions of possible suitable roost trees
in the project limits, too. E.g., ‘there are 4 standing dead trees in the project limits, 3
with cavities and loose bark’
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There are times when a consultant/sponsor will photograph the underside of a bridge,
stating there are no bird nests, when they have actually captured a photo of a nest.
Not often, but it happens, and that’s one purpose of this process. To justify the
determinations being made by the sponsor/consultant. Dated bridge checks are
important. Bridge evaluations are good for 1-2 years from the date of assessment.
Some are very good at describing where on the bridge they searched, what they
searched for, and what they found (usually negative results for bat sign and bird
nests)—that detailed description is also acceptable. But it must be one or the other,
preferably both. Providing neither adequate photos or detailed assessment
description causes a delay and an extra trip to the site for someone.
Habitat assessments for aquatic species are rarely addressed, and it’s better if I have
good photos of the stream, banks, substrate, combined with aerials and plans/project
limits to assess suitability of habitat without conducting a follow up site visit.
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LPA EPG 136.6.4.5 Threatened and Endangered Species. Since 2016, MoDOT
Environmental has updated all the LPA EPG T&E language, produced and improved
videos, provided and guidance document for T&E submittals.

There are two Chapter videos, “how to” for the T&E submittal
Chapter 1: Overview and Background Information covers the intro to the T&E process
and desktop information that can be gathered for the project to plan on-site visits for
habitat assessments. The Desktop review includes the first three steps on the checklist.
Chapter 2: Common Field Assessments: Bats and Birds covers the two most common
issues for field visits. The video goes over both identifying and photographing suitable
summer bat roost trees AND signs to look for under bridges for bat use. Birds nesting
on bridges are the next most common field assessments needed for project review, and
the video description and shows images of the locations to check and what birds nests
on bridges look like. This video also mentions the seasonal restrictions for tree clearing
(bats) and bridge demo (for birds). MoDOT will be including a list of habitat descriptions
for each federal T&E species as reference for LPA assessments in the LPA EPG. The Field
portion for data collection and photographs covers steps 3.-6. on the checklist.
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The language has always advised making a written impact assessment for each federal
species listed on the IPaC List AND on MDC state endangered or species or
communities of conservation concern from the Official Species List and the Heritage
Review.
Recent MoDOT Environmental Section realization (as of March 2018)-there are NO LPA
on-call consultants with Environmental certifications (through MoDOT) beyond the
basic training for LPA videos. So, this summer the Central Office Environmental and LPA
groups decided to begin training ASAP for existing sponsors and consultants.
The ultimate goal of training is to communicate this requirement to the
sponsor/consultant and describe what conducting a habitat assessment means or looks
like.
The assessments need to make sense based on the sponsor’s or consultant’s
experience. I’d rather see-this species requires “x” habitat and we seem to have “x”
habitat, therefore we may have an affect on this species. I will always review the
materials and the assessment, correct or agree with the determinations, and document
effects officially for FHWA-becomes part of the RER.
One area where habitat assessments for listed species fail is when there are aquatic
species listed: mussels, fish, cave dwelling species. Usually it goes like this: no “x”
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species were encountered during field surveys therefore no effect.
• Unless the consultant is providing evidence that they know how to conduct a proper
mussel survey (or other species), did in fact perform a mussel survey, and provided
all the data from that survey—this statement is misleading.
• If they rely on these statements and do not assess whether the project area has
suitable habitat for the species, then it causes a delay for re-doing field work or
waiting for me to assess the project.
For years MoDOT Environmental has given examples of general ways to handle aquatic
species-if aquatic species are listed in IPaC BUT your project will not involve aquatic
habitat (no stream in project area), then you can conclude there will be no impact to
suitable habitat for aquatic species.
Other Examples: “This project does not involve any tree clearing so there will be no
effects on summer roosting habitat for listed bat species” or “MDC notes that aquatic
species are known from this bridge location, and work should be restricted in the
stream between 3/15-6/15. Work in the stream may have an impact on listed fish or
mussel species, therefore the sponsor commits to no stream work between those
dates”. (a similar example was included on the T&E RER Guidance sheet published June
2016)
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As discussed before, MoDOT cannot further delegate the responsibility of Section 7
compliance to sponsors or consultants.
However, it’s so important to get the assessment documented and complete, because
that is the information needed to justify No Effect or all the details for May Affect, but
Not Likely to Adversely Affect + USFWS consultation for T&E clearance.
Almost all are aware of the tree clearing dates (Nov 1-Mar 31) for bats.
Caution, many sponsors/consultants have the habit of committing to tree clearing
dates, assuming no effect to the bats that way, and never complete a habitat
assessment- this delays the process and causes more work for me and for them.
• This habit is also detrimental when the project schedule will not allow compliance
with that commitment without some extra work (for me and for them).
• Best to understand WHY there is a commitment, address whether it’s needed, and
say upfront if the commitment can be kept or if the sponsor needs to work with
MoDOT for alternatives.
• This is one reason we want complete T&E submittals early in design. It’s a good idea
to expect complete T&E submittal at least 6 months ahead of anticipated A-Date,
and if no A-date, 6 months ahead of PS&E.
For bat trees only, there is a short version consultation
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• Range wide Programmatic consultation for bat habitat for IN and northern longeared bats. Certain criteria allow the use of this shortened consultation-no tree
clearing more than 100’ from the existing road and commit to the tree clearing
restriction dates. We are even venturing into additional streamlining in limited
situations (for now) for immediate concurrence following these criteria.
• Other species do not have a programmatic agreement and will generally take 30
working days from MoDOT submittal to concurrence (allows sufficient review time).
• Rarely, additional species surveys (e.g., mussels) are needed before completing the
T&E assessments. Not all species can be surveyed at all times of the year. If you
need a mussel survey, you can expect to add 4-6 months to your project T&E
clearance.
MoDOT will attach Section 7 concurrence documentation to the RER for the permanent
record.
• I have been reiterating the commitments (like a JSP) in the concurrence notification.
• I have been including a reference to submit complete T&E documents to USACE for
404 permit review.
FHWA is looking for the completed circle, the documentation of compliance for T&E
commitments.
• This can be accomplished with plans notes and inclusion of JSP in design and PS&E
documents.
• I have been including a reminder to the sponsor to record the completion of the
commitments in the construction diary, especially if work (like tree clearing in the
proper season) is completed ahead of the construction contract.
• FHWA may be requesting a separate commitments checklist for NEPA compliance.
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• Several sections are under review by FHWA right now for the first round of updates
• Second round of updates will include even more T&E assistance/references
• Ongoing-LPA CO staff and Environmental Staff collaborated to offer MoDOT’s T&E
training to sponsors and consultants.
• When possible, or when deemed necessary, I will meet consultants and locals on
site, usually for Bat Tree assessments. The field trip is usually the thing that makes it
stick….but not always. Sometime soon we are going to have to insist on
sponsor/consultant staff that are qualified to do this work.
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• Federal Aid Transportation projects are funded by and ultimately the responsibility of
FHWA.
• The agreement for the project is between FHWA and the sponsor-don’t lose sight of
that.
• Sponsor is responsible for all RER information, even if they contract it out.
• When it’s not getting done, or done inefficiently, it hurts the process in delays,
miscommunication, misunderstandings.
• Improving the quality of the T&E submittals is the main goal.
• We have to get smarter about who we are working with and how they operate.
• Accomplishing this will in turn improve the efficiency of T&E clearance, and it
follows, NEPA clearance timelines.
• Unless and until there is a shift in the expertise of the consultants used for LPA
project, this is the best thing we can do for sponsors.
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